PRESS RELEASE

MR RAY’S CLASS
Ladies and Gentlemen, Mr Ray’s Class! The Swiss music and entertainment event
brings glittering custom-tailored gala and party hits to the stage. All packed in a sexy
show starring intoxicating frontman Gee-K and gorgeous lady of soul, Jizelle.
It's available in a variety of ensembles ranging from a quartet to a large party band, and
the repertoire ranges from classic soul, pop and rock gems to disco, swing and latin
genres featuring the most popular songs of the last decade. The repertoire is
continuously updated with the latest number one hits and audience requests.
Mr Ray's Class is in a class of its own – high-calibre professional musicians with a
wealth of experience including on large stages. The rhythm section goes off like a
rocket, and as for the horn section – there's nothing quite like it for precision. Where Mr
Ray's Class really scores is in its vocal department: big-voiced Gee-K and drop-dead
gorgeous lead singer Jizelle.
Mr Ray's Class presents an irresistible mix of party fever, sweet memories and funky
grooves for an audience that wants to forget everything else. The band's home is the
stage, the lights are its sunshine, the audience its family...
Welcome to a party band to end all party bands! Kitted out in glamorous gala
stagewear, Mr Ray's Class promises a highly professional event backed up by a sound,
light and stage extravaganza. It's sure to make your party, gala dinner or company
celebration go with a bang!
Ladies and gentlemen, Mr Ray's Class!
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THE BAND
LEAD VOCALS
GEE-K The big-voiced Gee-K, known as a support act for Maceo Parker,
Jestofunk and Marla Glen, sparks with energy and keeps audiences
entertained with his charm and charisma. www.gee-k.ch

JIZELLE It's a great moment when drop-dead gorgeous lead singer
Jizelle – Seven's stage partner – captivates audiences with her fabulous
soulful voice and incredible stage presence.

RHYTHM SECTION
A pulsing bass, drums to make people groove to the beat, the funkiest guitar this side of
the Atlantic and virtuoso keyboards providing mind-blowing synth sounds one minute
and soulful piano solos the next. Yeah!

HORN SECTION
The original Stinky Hornz – there's nothing quite these guys for precision: they've
played on stage with Sting and Ricky Martin – and that's really saying something!

GUESTS
SIBYLLE FÄSSLER The Bernese queen of soul has garnered plenty of attention on the
back of her latest album, Tools, and regularly guests with Mr Ray's
Class. www.sibyllefaessler.ch
KENT STETLER A performer par excellence, he spent years touring alongside Udo
Jürgens. With his Canadian charm and his energy he dazzles his audiences and
delivers performances quite unlike anyone else in Switzerland.
VIRAG MUGGLI The Hungarian with the powerful voice, made famous through her
appearances on The Voice Of Switzerland.
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